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THREAD GOURMET- A Menu of Techniques (Janome)
Workshop 201 Supply List

A large printed fabric with a full motif you would like to thread paint
works very well and eliminates a lot of prep work allowing us to get
right into different techniques. Bring a couple- we will be working with
and without a hoop, and working with a free motion foot, and without
– or bring a project you are working on and need help with….

Common for all Thread Painted projects

Thread holder, small jar, safety pin, Sewer’s Aid, plastic clothes
pin (these items are optional as they are tricks used if you are having
trouble with thread breaking
Embroidery needles size 75/11 or 90/14 or Topstitch 80/12 or
90/14 or 100/16. Superior Topstitch needles are universal for all
threads but if using Schmetz needles use Metallica 80/12 needles for
your metallic threads.
Fabric with a motif to work with ( should be something that is
substantial enough to work with-no smaller than 2 inches but no
bigger than 10 inches in circumference) Bring enough that you are
able to try different methods on different motifs- if confused I have
some I can share to practice on!

Fat quarter of muslin or any heavier weight fabric-colour does not
matter as it will be covered
A sandwiched Fat Quarter of a plain or light coloured fabric for
practicing on- any batting will do
1 meter of a heavy weight tear away stabilizer
.5 meter of fusible product such as steam a seam, wonder under
or heat and bond
Threads you would like to use- rayon, polys, cottons, metallic
Lightweight Polyester bobbin thread -some examples of these
are: Wonderfil Decobob-80 weight-or Invisifil 100 weight. Bottom Line
by Libby Lehman 60 wt. Or pre-wound polyester bobbin are 60 weight
8 inch embroidery hoop that can fit under your needle when
raised to the highest level
2 inch by 42 inch Strip of cotton to bind the inner hoop of the
embroidery hoop
Small amount of a very heavy weight water soluble stabilizer and
small amount of bridal tulle for creating 3 dimensional thread play
Basic sewing kit
Paper and fabric scissors
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